FIRST INTERNATIONAL MEETING FOR NEW PARADIGM RESEARCHES

in Bagni di Lucca at the Villa Demidoff

The New Paradigm in Healing and Medicine

October 30-31. Friday-Saturday 2015

Participants / Speakers:

Ervin Laszlo (Budapest, Hungary & Montescudaio, Italy)

Ervin Laszlo is the President and Co-Founder of The Club of Budapest. He received the Sorbonne’s Doctorat ès Lettres et Sciences Humaines in 1970. He lectured at various U.S. Universities including Yale and Princeton. Following his work on modeling the future evolution of world order at Princeton, he was asked to produce a report for the Club of Rome, of which he was a member. In the late 70s and early 80s, László ran global projects at the United Nations Institute for Training and Research at the request of the Secretary-General.

The author, co-author or editor of 89 books that have appeared in a total of 23 languages, László has written several hundred papers and articles in scientific journals and popular magazines. He is a member of numerous scientific bodies, including the International Academy of Science, the World Academy of Arts and Science, the International Academy of Philosophy of Science, and the International Medici Academy. He was elected member of the Hungarian Academy of Science in 2010.

The recipient of various honors and awards, including Honorary Ph. D.s from the United States, Canada, Finland, and Hungary, László received the Goi Award, the Japan Peace Prize in 2001, the
Assisi Mandir of Peace Prize in 2006, and was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize in 2004 and 2005.

Dr. Nitamo Federico Montecucco (Italy)

MD. PhD. Researcher in neuroscience and psychosomatic and traditional medicine. Since 1999, he is a Professor of Psychosomatics at the Master in Complementary Medicines of the University of Medicine of Milan, Collaborating Center of Complementary Medicine of WHO (World Health Organization).

Since 1994, following the directives of WHO, he has developed an integrated map of the acupuncture channels and Shen as a neurophysiological basis of psychosomatic health.

In collaboration with the Ministry of Welfare and UNESCO, he has applied this psychosomatic approach for health and education on a national scale throughout Italy. He leads experiments on brain coherence, to measure the energetic and psychosomatic integrity by studying normal and sick people (stress, depression, anxiety, etc.) as far as meditators in tai chi, qi gong and taoist meditation. He has published books and articles in Italian and English scientific magazines and has broadcasted on several television networks: BBC, Swiss and Italian Television.

Dr. Pier Mario Biava (Milan, Italy)

Pier Mario Biava graduated in Medicine at the University of Pavia in 1969, specialised in Occupational Medicine at the University of Padova in 1972 and in Hygiene at the University of Trieste in 1977. He worked at the Institute of Occupational Medicine of University of Trieste, where he taught “Industrial Toxicology”, “Industrial Technology” and “Epidemiology of Occupational Diseases”. He has been studying environmental carcinogens since 1974. He has performed many epidemiological researches particularly about the relationship between asbestos ad cancer. He has been studying the relationships between stem cell differentiation and cancer since 1982 and he has isolated the stem cell differentiation stage factors able to delay tumor growth, to prevent neurodegeneration and very effective in the treatment of psoriasis.

Head of Occupational Medicine at the Hospital of Sesto S.G. (Milano) and Professor at the Post-Graduate School of Occupational Medicine of University of Trieste from 1984 until 2003, he works now at the Scientific Institute of Research and HealthCare (IRCSC) Multimedica of Milano. He is author of more than hundred scientific publications and of some books: "L’Aggressione Nascosta. Limiti Sanitari di Esposizione ai Rischi" published by Feltrinelli 1982, "Complexity and Biology” published by B. Mondadori 2002, “ Il Cancro e la Ricerca del Senso Perduto” edited by Springer 2008, (this last book was published also in USA by North Atlantic Books 2009 (Cancer and the Search for Lost Meaning”), and by Verlag Via Nova in Germany 2011) and " Il Senso Ritrovato" (with Ervin Laszlo) published by Springer in 2012. With Ervin Laszlo and Diego Frigoli " he

Prof. Sergio Serrano (Milan, Italy)

PhD. University of Milano. WHO Collaborating Centre for Complementary Medicine.

Dr. Linda Groff (California, USA)

Linda is Director, Global Options and Evolutionary Futures Consulting, and Emeritus Professor, Political Science & Futures Studies, California State University, Dominguez Hills, where she taught for over 40 years. She teaches, writes, consults, and gives talks/workshops, in the USA and globally, on: (1) global futures/evolution/change; (2) peace/conflict resolution/nonviolence; (3) intercultural/interfaith dialogue and unity & diversity issues; and (4) spiritual/ consciousness topics to a wide range of professional, educational, and community organizations. She has been involved for years with global-local organizations active in these areas, and has published over 70 articles in these areas, with books forthcoming.

Forthcoming Books include: (1) Evolution Evolving: Cutting-Edge Issues for Humanity and the World; (2) Editor, Future Human Evolution: On the Needed Dialogue Between Transhumanist/Technology, Sustainability, Civilization, and Consciousness-Based Perspectives, based on articles from two special issues, World Future Review, Fall 2014 and Summer/Fall 2015, on theme of “Future Human Evolution,” for which Linda is Guest Editor; (3) Sustainable Peacebuilding: The Challenge of Building Cultures of Peace on Planet Earth, Based on Holistic, Evolving Aspects of Peace, Nonviolence, & Community Peace Wheels; and (4) Editor (with team of five others from Los Angeles/S.Calif.), Building Cultures of Peace: Empowering Our Local-Global Communities, with articles covering twelve different sectors of a community peace wheel that was designed and used to organize a series of events in L.A./S. CA.

Linda has an M.A., M.A.L.D., and Ph.D. in International Relations from The Fletcher School of Law & Diplomacy (the oldest school of International Studies in the U.S., located at Tufts University and associated with Harvard University). Linda has taught at universities in the U.S., Canada, Japan, and Europe. Before beginning full-time university teaching, she worked as a Research Assistant for one professor at Yale, then Harvard, and then two professors at M.I.T.
Dr. Folker Meissner (Germany)

Dr. Folker Meissner is an acupuncture and bio-energetic teacher, a holistic practitioner and founder of the German Academy for Energy Medicine and Bioenergetics. He began his career in medicine in 1980 in Germany as a general practitioner and medical trainer, following which he studied acupuncture and traditional Chinese medicine. Chakra-based acupuncture and bioenergetic elimination of foci of disturbances (FODs) are Dr. Meissner's specialty, but he also uses quantum-medical measuring of the human body field, homeopathy, natural health care methods, neuro-linguistic programming and emotional freedom techniques (EFTs).

Through his research, he developed a holistic system of modalities which he named HOLAR Medicine(TM) including a bioenergetic method of identifying and eliminating what he determined is a major cause of chronic illnesses and disorders. These origins of ill health are FOD’s. At his holistic medicine clinic near Bonn, Germany, he performs about 2,500 treatments per year, helping many people suffering from long-term diseases regain their health. In 2006 he founded the German Academy for Energy Medicine and Bioenergetics, a forum where physicians and non-medical therapists come together to create a training and discussion platform for energy medicine and bioenergetic practitioners. On 17th October 2015 he was elected also as President of the German Association for Energetic and Information Medicine, so as the first person ever he is chairing the two major associations for energy medicine at the same time.

In 2012 Dr. Meissner became the Founding Chairman of the registered association GEP-Germany e.V. He has participated in the annual international sessions of the Global Energy Parliament in Germany, France, UK, Switzerland and Spain where he also acted in the role of Speaker of the Parliament. Dr. Meissner is acting Minister of Health of the international GEP and also chairs annual national symposiuma of GEP Germany.

Siegmar Gerken, Ph.D., ECP, HP (Germany) studied psychology, education and anthropology. He has pioneered body-oriented and mindfulness-centered therapy and Humanistic, Somatic and Transpersonal Psychology since 1971. He is on the faculty of JFK University Somatic Psychology, at the Esalen Institute, Big Sur, California, Behavioral Therapy Training Institute Hamburg and teaches at universities and private institutes worldwide on the interconnectedness of psychosomatic processes as they manifest on the levels of body, emotions, mind, will and consciousness. His research in energy field documentation with Prof. F. Popp on psycho-emotional states opened new horizons to scientists and practitioners. He is co-founder of the Scientific Committee of the EABP. S. Gerken is a lecturer, therapist, trainer and supervisor.

The Mystery of embodiment will always be a relevant topic in the unfolding and personal development in a human being. In the passage of socialization and in the interaction with many conscious and unconscious processes in life, we take part in forming our body, the way we feel, the
way we think, and the way we act. We form our behavior and develop our personality (Ego) with all its limitations and great potentials.

This has an influence on our state of emotional wellbeing, health and overall consciousness. Present research in neuroscience opens new horizons in the understanding of the function of a body-feeling-brain-mind-matrix, which leads us to the insight, that consciousness is not just a function of the brain, but of the whole body-field. The lecture also introduces a research on the visibility of physical, emotional or mental energy patterns documented with Infrared Analysis and Biophon-Measurements, which indicate, that we embody our past and present experiences as images in our consciousness.

How do we hold past and present experiences as images in this body-field and which influences do they have? For over three decades S. Gerken has developed a comprehensive approach for the recognition and analysis of these patterns and how to bring them to a stable and health-supporting coherence and integration with the process of mindfulness.

**Group of Scientists from Hungary**

**Title of Presentation:** The traditionally interpreted praecapillary vascular resistance does not exist - Refutation of an old paradigm.

**Janos Sándor:** engineer (hydraulics, hydrodynamics), professional musician, head of the research in the Das Leben Research Project.

The Das Leben Research Project at the beginning (between 2001 and 2004) meant a small friendly group of specialists from different scientific areas thinking differently. Unexpected ministerial invitation of János Sándor head of the research to International Energetic Congress of the Bavarian State meant a landmark which told us that thinking directions of the D.L. research team was considered to be interesting by the higher German Vocational circles.

In the same year, during analyzing a flood protection theory of new approach János Sándor discovered a parallelism between the examined new theory and anatomy of the blood circulation system. Later during detailed studying of the vascular anatomy and the circulation he discovered a stunning physical contradiction in the present blood circulation model which confutes the presently accepted interpretation of heart function and arterial blood pressure. Since that time The D.L. Project has been continuing its research work with the support of some outstanding Hungarian medical doctors and physicians.

In the framework of D.L. Research Project the target of János Sándor is creation of a new blood circulation model without contradictions. His research work is mainly focused on theoretical circulation physiological and electrophysiological areas. His basic method is general system approach, closed system of continuous interactions interpreted cosmically.
Lajos Joo: Advisor on development - synergy, MBT Master of Business Training, scientific coordinator and co-worker helping elaboration of the Das Leben- Az Élet Research Project since 2004. His carrier was modified from international aerotechnical field to the direction of education – training, and in the meantime he’s got a music teacher diploma. After passing courses at CDG (German Advisory Education) and SEN (Dutch Trainer Education) his professional work is development of leaders and organizational innovativity. By means of this focus he helped a lot of enterprises and NGOs during the last 20 years.

In Hungarian elaboration of the Das Leben – The Life Research Project after he had met the basic findings he gave hand in evolution of the cardiovascular areas. He’s been participating in looking for members of the multidisciplinary team of the project and in contacting consulting key partners and communicating with them, and he’s also been supporting elaboration of the materials of the engineer – inventor since 2004. His developmental – methodological challenge is helping changing of paradigm and achieving practical results based on cardiovascular recognitions and elaborations of János Sándor, founder and determinative person of the research project, and common results of the team.

Basic recognitions of the „Horizontality“ direction of approach and methodology looked after by him were born in the present project after he had joint to it in 2006. „Horizontality“ is demolition of walls between sciences, professional/vocational cultures and key persons. This is openly common work for organic knowledge with the research focuses and the special knowledges with methodology of creating synergies. All these tools are able to support high performance of the innovations, evolutions of break-through originalities and excellence of trans- and multidisciplinar teams in reaching success.

Dr. Imre Balashazy: physicist at the Central Physical Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (MTA). Leader of the Theoretical Environmental Physics Group of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences Centre for Energy Research, member of the Doctoral Committee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, member of the Committee on Nuclear Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, member of the Bolyai Expert Group of the Section of Physical Sciences of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, member of the German Aerosol Society, member of the Hungarian Aerosol Society, member of the Eötvös Loránd Physical Society, member of the Hungarian Biophysical Society, representative of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences Centre for Energy Research in the European Radiation Dosimetry Group, representative of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences Centre for Energy Research in the European Low Dose Initiative, member of the Strategic Research Agenda Working Group of the European Low Dose Initiative, secretary of the European Family Science Society and was the president of the Science for the Family Association. He has published 150 scientific reviewed
papers, seven book chapters, more than 200 conference materials. He has received Zsigmondy Richárd price in 2013.

Dr. Kornel Simon: professor of internal medicine

Dr. Gabriella Markus: She graduated from the University of Veterinary Science Budapest as veterinaran in 1981, and from the Eötvös Loránd University of Sciences as microbiologist in 2007. After working as a farm vet she started to work as a dairy farm consultant. Now she has her own firm for consultancy. She's been running a lab specialized in microbiological examinations related to dairy cattle- goat-sheep mastitis and milk hygiene. Other field of her lab is examination of secondary bacteriological infections of oncological pet animal cases.

She is the head of the Ethic Committee of the Hungarian Veterinary Chamber, president of curatorium of the Foundation Veterinarians for Animal Protection, and member of the EAEVE, the body responsible for accreditation of the Veterinary Universities of th EC. Invited lecturer of the University of Veterinary Science Budapest both in the gradual and postgradual courses. She's been translating on vocational events for 30 years.

Anna Bacchia (Lugano, Switzerland)

Anna Bacchia's Project is the 'ININ (INtuitive INtelligence), an educational program which develops unexplored and radically innovative aspects on the nature of Intuition, of selfinsight and intuitive insight in interrelation A holographic conscience: the conscience of the original wholeness, where the intuitive syntonyenlightens the cognitive spark: the fundamental understanding from which the creating, discovering, evolving processes develop as a unique 'con~fused' perceiving: 'fused~with', 'in syn~tony' with the whole. Currently such innovations are being developed as a focus for the educational programs of the United Nations.

As a "globally thinking leader in the cause of Peace and Human Enhancement", Anna Bacchia has been invited by the Goi Peace Foundation (Tokyo, Japan) and the Club of Budapest (Hungary), to endorse and sign the “Fuji Declaration”, which will be presented in 2015 to governments worldwide. After her studies in the fields of Medicine, Music, Vedic Psychology she develops a unique research path on the cognitive and creative process: a systemic vision ‘between Science and Art’, where the cognitive and creative processes are recognized as being the process of life itself. She is a Creative Member in the Club of Budapest and the founder of the Club of Budapest Switzerland.
Roman Calzaferri (Lugano, Switzerland)


Joe St. Clair (London, UK)

Joe St Clair has worked all over the world as an International Management Consultant and Project Manager for large organisations working at Board level to help solve corporate problems. He is also a prolific writer with over 6000 articles published in a variety of business and lifestyle magazines and author of the best selling book '100 Tips for Total Life Fulfilment'.

In addition to his work as a Consultant and Writer Joe is also a qualified Life Coach, Hypnotherapist, Meditation teacher and Reiki Healer. He has also set up a number of successful entrepreneurial businesses. In September 2015 Joe was appointed Executive Director of the Laszlo Institute of New Paradigm Research (L-INPR).

Dr. Maria Sagi (Budapest, Hungary)

Mária Sági holds a Ph.D. in psychology at the Eötvös Lóránd University of Budapest and is an Associate Member (“Candidate”) of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Currently she serves as Science Director of the Club of Budapest.

Mária Sági is the author and co-author of eleven books and about hundred and fifty articles and research papers published in Hungarian, English, French, German, Italian and/or Japanese., on social and personality psychology, the psychology of music and art, as well as on healing and information medicine. She developed the Information-Medicine method pioneered by Viennese scientist Erich Körbler as an encompassing method for diagnosing and treating health issues and has an active healing practice. Dr. Sági lectures frequently in Hungary, Austria, Germany, as well as in Switzerland.